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Hello! We are Jenn and Brian Herbert, we are avid

travelers and love experiencing new and unique

destinations for couples. We’re a fun-living married

couple in our 30’s who take every chance we can to get

away from our full-time jobs to travel the world.  We have

gotten extremely good at minimizing our lifestyle and

maximizing our savings so we can have exceptional travel

experiences!  We like to teach our readers how to save

money and become financially independent so they can

spend money on the fun stuff....like travel!
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TheWanderlustCouple.com was created in September

2018.  We want to show couples it is completely feasible to

work full-time jobs and still be able to steal away for

romantic vacations.  We hope our stories inspire our

readers to take those much needed vacation days away

from the office and explore the world!



WORK WITH US

We love sharing exceptional and unique travel

experiences with our readers who are primarily couples

between the ages of 25-45 years old.  We are always

looking for new experiences and stories to share with

our readers about exceptional destinations and

restaurants and we welcome the opportunity to hear

your partnership ideas.

Examples of what we can provide:

Sponsored Resort and Destinations Visits

Sponsored Restaurant Reviews

Social Media Campaigns

Sponsored Posts

Brand Ambassadorship

CONTACT

@thewanderlustcoupleblog

@thewanderlustcoupleblog

jenn@thewanderlustcouple.com

www.thewanderlustcouple.com

@thewanderlustcouple

@wanderlustcoup

Our goal is for our blog to continue to grow

and provide exceptional travel stories and

ideas for couples.  We want to show people

it's totally doable to work a full-time job and

still make time to break away from the grind. 

We also want to show readers the ways we

save money that give us the ability to travel

when we want and where we want!
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